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(57) Abstract: The present invention is related to communication systems compris
ing transmitters and receivers in communication with one another using a control 
channel and a shared data channel for data transmission. To ensure secure data de
livery to one or more legitimate receivers the present invention provides a transmitter 
which modifies the transmission data to be transmitted via said shared data channel 
in accordance with a receiver specific identifier, signals to said receiver via the con
trol channel to receive said modified transmission data and transmits said modified 
transmission data over the shared data channel. The receiver monitors said control 
channel for an indication to receive transmission data which have been modified at 
the transmitter in accordance with a receiver specific identifier, receives said modi
fied transmission data on said shared data channel and reconstructs said transmission 
data from said modified transmission data in accordance with said receiver specific 
identifier. 
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Receiver Specific Data Manipulation in 

a Communication System 

The present invention is related to communication systems comprising transmitters and 

receivers in communication with one another using a control channel and a shared data 

5 channel for data transmission. 

High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) is a new technique that is standardized in 

UMTS Release 5. It shall provide higher data rates in the downlink by introducing en

hancements at the air interface such as adaptive modulation and coding. HSDPA relies 

on Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request protocol (HARQ) Type 11/111, rapid selection of us-

10 ers using shared channels and adaptation of transmission format parameters according 

to the time varying channel conditions. 

The High Speed Downlink Shared Channel (HS-DSCH) is a high rate downlink transport 

channel for data transmission shared by several user equipments (UEs). The shared 

data channel (HS-DSCH) is transmitted over the entire cell or over parts of the cell using 

15 e.g. beam-forming antennas. The shared data channel is associated with one downlink 

Dedicated Physical Channel (DPCH) to provide functions as transmitting pilot bits and 

transmit power control commands. Furthermore, there are one or several shared control 

channels (HS-SCCH). The shared control channel is a fixed rate downlink physical 

channel (e.g. 60 kbps, spreading factor SF=128) used to carry downlink signaling related 

20 to shared data channel transmissions. The signaling on the control channel is used to 

indicate to a receiver that transmission data for the informed receiver are about to be 

send to it via the shared data channel. For each transmission time interval (TTI) in which 

data via the shared data channel are transmitted, each shared control channel carries 

shared data channel-related downlink signaling for one UE (e.g. used codes, modulation 

25 scheme, transport block size). Only if the control channel information is received, the UE 

has the information to receive, despread and decode the shared data channel. 

There is a fixed time offset between the start of the shared control channel (HS-SCCH) 

information (indication) and the start of the corresponding shared data channel informa

tion (transmission data) as seen in Figure 14. The shared data channel is carried by the 

30 High Speed Physical Downlink Shared Channel (HS-POSCH). 
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The number of control channels as seen from the UE's point-of-view can range from a 

minimum of one control channel to a maximum of four control channels. The UE has the 

capability to monitor up to four control channels simultaneously. 

The control channel carries a UE identifier (e.g. in a UE-specific cyclic redundancy check 

5 field) that identifies the UE for which it is carrying the information necessary for decoding 

the HS-POSCH. The UE identifies the control channel carrying information for it by de

scrambling the first part of the control channel by the UE identity. This part contains the 

canalization code set and the modulation scheme for the shared data channel allocation 

with the second part containing the transport block size and Hybrid ARO related informa-

10 tion (Hybrid-ARO process information, Redundancy and Constellation version). One cy

clic redundancy check (CRC) is calculated over both parts and attached to the control 

channel information. The UE identifier (UE ID) is similar to the shared data channel Ra

dio Network Temporary Identity (HS-RNTI). The term UE ID is used on the physical layer 

PHY, while the term HS-RNTI is used in the radio resource control RRC layer. This iden-

15 tifiers uniquely identify a UE within the cell. 

In Figure 15 it is shown how different MAC-d SDUs are concatenated to form a data 

transmitted via the physical channels. The transmitted data are secured by a CRC field. 

Besides the shared control channel signaling carried on the control channel there is in

band signaling on shared data channel within the Medium Access Control header (MAC-

20 hs header) of MAC-hs protocol data unit (POU). These parameters are for instance sig

naled to support to identify the reordering queue (by means of a priority class identifier) 

and to provide in-sequence delivery (by means of transmission sequence numbers) at 

the UE. These parameters are protected by the same physical layer CRC as the POU 

Data block. 

25 Figure 16 shows the encoding chain used to encode the data transmitted via the shared 

control channel as an allocation message. As shown in the Figure, information such as a 

channelization-code-set Xccs. modulation scheme information Xms. transport-block size 

information Xtbs, Hybrid-ARO process information xhap. redundancy and constellation ver

sion information Xrv, a new data indicator Xnd and a receiver specific identifier, i.e. a user 

30 equipment identity Xue is transmitted in the control channel information indicating to a re

ceiver to receive data on the shared data channel. These parameters are needed by the 

receiver to successfully receive and reconstruct the data directed to it on the shared data 

channel. Figure 16 shows how these parameters are multiplexed, coded and mapped to 

2 
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the shared control channel. The realization of these functions are described in the follow

ing: 

The 16 bit UE identity is mapped such that Xue,1 corresponds to the Most Significant Bit 

and Xue,16 to the Least Significant Bit. The channelization-code-set information Xccs,1, Xccs,2, 

5 ... , Xccs,7 and modulation-scheme information Xm.1 are multiplexed together. This gives a 

sequence of bits x1.1, x1.2, ... , x1.a where 

X1,i = Xccs,i i=1,2, ... ,7 

X1,; = Xms,i-7 i=B 

The transport-block-size information Xtbs.1, Xtbs,2, ... , Xtbs,6, Hybrid-ARQ-process informa-

10 tion Xhap, 1,Xhap,2, Xhap,3, redundancy version information Xrv, 1, Xrv,2, Xrv,3 and the new data 

indicator Xnd.1 are multiplexed together. This gives a sequence of bits X2.1, X2.2, ... , x2.13 

where 

15 

X2J = Xtbs,i i=1,2,. . .,6 

i=7,8,9 

i=10, 11, 12 

X2,i = Xnd,i-12 i=13 

From the sequence of bits X1,1, X1.2, ... , X1.a. x2.1, x2.2, ... , x2.13 a 16 bits CRC attachment 

for shared control channel is calculated. 

The calculation of the CRC field gives a sequence of bits c1, c2, ... , c16. This sequence of 

20 bits is then masked with the UE Identity Xue,1, Xue,2, ... , Xue,16 and then appended to the 

sequence of bits x2.1, x2.2, ... , X2,13 to form the sequence of bits Y1, Y2, ... , Y2s, where 

i=1,2,. . ., 13 

i=14, 15, ... ,29 

Rate 1/3 convolutional coding, is applied to the sequence of bits x1,1,x1,2, ... ,x1.8 . This 

25 gives a sequence of bits z1.1, z1,2, ... , z1,4a. Further, rate 1/3 convolutional coding, is ap

plied to the sequence of bits Y1, Y2, ... , Y29. This gives a sequence of bits z2.1, z2.2, ... , 

Z2,111. 

3 
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